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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITORIAL 

 

Success in any endeavour is highly independent on providing for and managing 

the independence of various segments and functions. It is a journey, and that 

calls for focus on integrative ideas and information in various aspects of life 

especially of business and how they can influence and be influenced by the 

environment they operate in.

 

The issue of “world com 2018

exercise is the 8th edition of Commerce Department’s annual magazine and aims 

to build upon strong foundations set by the previous editions. The magazine 

inculcates the young minds and imbibes in them habits of thinking and writing 

by providing a platform to present their creative, productive and innovative 

ideas and thoughts pertaining to ever

 

We express our gratitude to various students and teachers for their valuable and 

overwhelming contribution. We sincerely hope that the readers of this issue and 

also the upcoming issue of WorldCom will find the articles interesting

and intellectually stimulating.
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COMMERCE SOCIETY REPORT 

Report 2018-19 

 

The Commerce Society of Zakir Husain Delhi College is an eminent society of 

our college. The society works with a view to providing a package full of 

opportunities to those who have a ravenous appetite for brilliance. It has always 

worked for the comprehensive development of the students.  

The session 2018-19 began with a mesmerising start with Departmental 

Fresher’s Party. This meet gave new heights to the bond between juniors and 

seniors. The society introduced its fresh blood with the roots of the college. 

And, the veteran faculty members of the department inculcated ethotic values in 

their students along with sharing their unbound experience of the rigmarole of 

this world. 

 

The department then moved head by celebrating Teachers’ Day on September 

05, 2018. The function served as a token of love, affection and bond between 

the teachers and the students. The day enlighten how teachers transform the 

lives of students and help in creating their future. 

 

Then the festivals started knocking the doors and the society organised the 

Diwali Mela, SANSKRITI’19 in association with National Service Scheme 

(NSS) of our college. The motto of the meal was to celebrate Diwali with a 

Social Cause. Numerous game stalls were put up which were the major 

attraction of the day. Along with the games, handicrafts stalls were put up which 

had decorative items made by the NGOs. The collection made from all the 

events was then donated in the form of clothes, sweets and stationary to the 

children of NGO, making their Diwali a colourful one. 

 

The Annual Commerce Fest, INNOVISION’19 was held on February 21, 2019. 

Innovision, as the name suggests had a truly innovative array of activities indeed 

bringing in the classic vision in amalgamation the present era. CA Amarjeet 

Chopra was invited as the Chief Guest of the Comfest. CA Amarjeet Chopra 

was the President of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India during 

2010-11. He infused the spirit of giving in the best every single time we do 

something amongst the students. He made us learn that even if you go wrong, 

always take a lesson and keep moving ahead and never stop. The fest included 
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many events namely: Khamosh, Bid War, Bizwizard, Bol-a-corp and treasure 

hunt. All these events aimed on bringing out the best skills of the participants, 

giving them an opportunity to learn as well. Where events like Khamosh, 

BizWizard and Bid War challenged the knowledge and efficiency of the 

participants, competitions like bol a corp and treasure hunt saw the team work 

and innovation. Apart from these events there were various informal games 

arranged as well for the non participants. 

 

The society motivated its students to stay connected with the every event 

happening at the college events. The students were equally involved in events 

organised by Placement Cell and Entrepreneurship Cell of the college, making 

the students get painted with the colours of professionalism in order to enhance 

their working skills.  

 

Throughout the year, the society has arranged talks and seminars to make the 

students aware about the different careers options available for them after 

college. Also, the Essay Writing Competition was organised for the selection of 

office bearers of the Editorial Board for the Commerce Magazine, WorldCom. 

The magazine gives new heights to the writing skills of the students merging 

with their knowledge in the field of commerce. 

 

The society is also looking forward to the trip for the final year students. This 

trip will include a visit to the picturesque city, Dharamshala, Mcleodganj and an 

adventurous trek of Triund. It will surely add glitter to the three year graduation 

journey of the students. Indeed, the year has been really inspiring for all the 

students and they tasted the vibrant flavours of experience. The official end of 

this academic session will be marked by the Departmental Farwell, as we bid 

adieu to our beloved seniors. 

 

 

“THE CREDIT BELONGS TO THE MAN WHO IS ACTUALLY IN THE 

ARENA…” 

THEODORE ROOSEVELT 

 

“WHEN WRITING THE STORY OF YOUR LIFE, DON’T LET ANYONE ELSE 

HOLD THE PEN.” 

HARLEY DAVIDSON 
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We are proud to share the achievements of a student of B.Com (P), III year, PrachurjyaPhukan, 

who is indeed a rising star amongst us. His achievements surpasses different fields evident as under: 

In Photography, he bagged the following prizes –  

• 1st Prize:Tarang 17’ (Lady Shri Ram College); Focus 17’ (Ramjas College); FAPS 17’ 

(Kirori Mal College); Miranda House Annual Fest 17’; Effulgence 17’ (Sri Venkateshwara 

College); Mecca 17’ (Hindu College); College of Vocational Studies Annual Fest 17’; 

Sociology Department Fest 17’ (Hindu College); Economics Dept. Fest 17’ (St. Stephen’s 

College); Satyawati College Annual Fest 17’; Deshbandu College Annual Fest 17’; Darkroom 

18’ (ShaheedSukhdev Singh College of Business Studies) 

• 2nd Prize:Hindu College, North-East Fest 19’ ; Sociology Department 18’ (Hindu College); 

Vivre 17’ (Hindu College); Khalsa College Annual Fest 17’  

• Special Mention Award (Canon Photomarathon 2017; out of 200 photographers around Delhi) 

• Best Photographer, 2017 (7sisters.in) 

• Official Shootsfor companies like Ajio.com & Monte Carlo 

In Music, he has the following laurels –  

• Graduated from the Associated Boards of the Royal 

Schools of Music, UK (Western Classical in Piano). He has 

been playing the piano for the last 18 years. 

• Sri Venkateshwara College Annual Fest 17’ – 3rd position in 

Duet (cross college with Miranda House) 

• Performed with his band at the annual North-East fest 2018 held 

at IGNCA, New Delhi  

In Debating, he has the following achievements –  

• Vice President, Zakir Husain Delhi College Debating Society (DebSoc). 

• Breaking Adjudicator (an adjudicator is a person who gets to judge a parliamentary debate 

and breaking means to qualify into the quarter finals and so on amongst 100 adjudicators at 

the least)–Dialectics 2017 (Miranda House Parliamentary Debate); Munazaraah 2018 (Kamala 

Nehru Parliamentary Debate); Polemic 2018 (Ramjas College Parliamentary Debate); Ikhtilaf 

2018 (Zakir Husain College Parliamentary Debate); Vivaad 2018 (IndraPrashtha College for 

Women); 71stMukerji Memorial Debate (St. Stephen’s College) 

• Breaking Debater (Debating break means to qualify into the qualify teams as a team out of 

32 teams at the least) - IIT Delhi Parliamentary Debate 2019; Wax Eloquent 2019 (Gargi 

College Parliamentary Debate) 

• He is the first fresher from ZHC DebSoc to be an A Level (A levels are those adjudicators 

who have broken in two senior tournaments at the least). 

• He was also the member of the first team from ZHC debating society to have ever broken in a 

senior tournament. 

In academia, he has the following honors– 

• He has interned at NitiAyog in the year 2017 and had given a presentation on the different 

deviations found until 2017 of the 12th Five-Year Plan and had given a presentation to the 

vice-chairman 

• He has interned with the Finance Department, Assam Government in the year 2018, and had 

done a detailed study on the status of rural banking across different districts in Lower Assam 

under the Assistant Chief Secretary (Finance Department). 
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STUDENT EDITORS 

 

A Successful person and a Genius do not relax on chairs, they 

relax in work, they sleep with dreams and wake up with 

Determination and Commitment. 
 

NIKITA SINHA 

BCOM (P) 3RD YEAR 

 

The pen is mightier than the sword. It’s the most powerful 

weapon that one can possess and it is the hope of light in the 

world of darkness. 
 

SHARVAANI SINGH 

BCOM (H) 1ST YEAR 

 

We should stop I-ing to the outer world and start eying our inner 

selves, for if we shine from within, the peace and contentment 

will be reflected to the rest of the world around us. 

 

SEPHALI SVATI  

BCOM (P) 2ND YEAR 

    

 

 

THE SECRET TO EDITING YOUR WORK IS SIMPLE: YOU NEED TO 

BECOME ITS READER INSTEAD OF ITS WRITER. 

ZADIE SMITH 

WRITE WITHOUT FEAR, EDIT WITHOUT MERCY. 
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SHOULD HAPPINESS BE INCLUDED IN CO-

CURRICULUM OF EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS 

(Topic of Essay Competition) 

Presence of Happiness leads to a happy life, and happiness cannot be elucidated 

as it varies from person to person in their own unique way. 

We as persons are trapped in vicious circle of continuously satisfying our needs 

and for that we confine ourselves to the dull and dreary life thinking that 

satisfaction will lead to happiness. 

It took our 60 years to understand that the materialistic things we thought would 

give us happiness were actually a sham and we have wasted years chasing after 

it. But de facto all this thinking has been processed throughout the years of 

school, college, office, etc life that we go through. And if this thought of 

happiness is an error, then this error is required to be rectified from the very 1st 

stage, i.e. educational time period and that too through co-curriculum. 

Education is a pretty broad concept that surpasses the four walls of a classroom. 

The core aim of education is to foster all round development of a child, and all 

rounds essentially mean intellectual, physical, moral, sensible and social 

development. To fulfil these, prime need of striking a balance between syllabus, 

curriculum, books and also co-curricular activities beyond that. 

Co-curriculum grooms the students in the "art of living and working together." 

And with this great importance it becomes obligatory to let students select what 

makes them happy and is on the other hand ethical. Co-curriculum must involve 

bonhomie as they motivates and develops the actual idea of being happy as well 

as choosing the path. 

Happiness in co-curriculum provides azure movements in a student’s 

educational life. Either it is because of events, functions that are organised in 

institutions; it makes the student creating memories. It also motivates the 

students in forming lucid goals for their future in any field. The personality of 

the students grows and he/she becomes ready for facing the outside world. 

Children from parent’s point of view are the lights of hope for them, they send 

their children to gain knowledge, but if their child is not happy they do not 

acquired the actual importance of gaining knowledge. Along with thus the 

institution also loses its reputation as parents take no interest in admitting their  
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children in that specific institution. It is also said that a good student reflects 

good teacher, and for that it becomes obligatory for a teacher also to ensure that 

happiness is present in the co-curriculum. On overall basis happiness in co-

curriculum becomes the cause of success of the institution. As students we 

should understand that we come through a lot of challenges with friends, 

teacher, academic competitions, institutional rules and regulations, every 

situations have their own success and failure, every person that relates with us in 

this period have their own pros and cons. And so we should consider these 

elements of tangible or non-tangible nature as fugacious, because ultimately 

what matters is you are happy or not. 

And thus the definition of true happiness is somewhat said as satisfaction of 

wants in life which is imposed by society upon us that needs to be clarified and 

hence it is very much essential that it is taught in school itself through applying 

the practical approach of learning in co-curriculum. 

 

Either it be any institution, your attitude towards your life should be carpe 

diem! 

 
NIKITA SINHA 

BCOM (p) 

3rd year  

 

 

EDUCATION IS WHAT REMAINS AFTER ONE HAS FORGOTTEN WHAT 

ONE HAS LEARNED IN SCHOOL. 

 

EDUCATION IS NOT THE LEARNING OF FACTS, BUT THE TRAINING 

OF THE MIND TO THINK. 

 

 -- ALBERT EINSTEIN 
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WRONG TODAY. RIGHT FOR LIFE. 

“Learning is unstoppable no matter from when you start.” 

Every next day ends up by giving us one or the other lesson to all of us. Some 

days end by making us sleep with a serene smile, while others are also capable 

of making us close the day with the wet eyes. Just like we have sunshine, 

similarly, we too have the blue skies in our lives as well. But no matter how it 

ends, it surely gives either a smile for tomorrow or satisfaction for the future. 

Do you remember the big thing which you did a few days or months or years 

back? Probably it must have served as a real lesson for life. Maybe you got such 

a big responsibility for the first time and you were not able to do it successfully 

which made you feel bad about your own result. But there too existed a 

realisation that yes, there are these places where you went wrong and these are 

the areas on which you have work on and improve yourself. 

The interesting part is that sometimes we lack in those areas in which we think 

that we are an expert in it. There can be many reasons why this happens. You 

might have been involved in different activities in the previous days which is 

why you were not able to perform with the same efficiency which you are 

normally also able to do. 

So, taking rest is also very important while working. You definitely need a 

break to refill yourself with the new enthusiasm and energy. Without a break, 

life becomes boring making our day a lot more monotonous. This might seem 

pretty fine from outside but it is surely not how it is actually from its core. 

Unless and until a person feels motivated and excited from the inside, things 

would definitely affect the final results. This thing can really not be ignored and 

it is a crucial part of any task, be it small or large, important or not so important, 

without this everything seems to be incomplete. 

People are scared most of the times and so they restrict themselves and do not 

take part in most of the activities. Their fear of not performing well also referred 

to as performance pressure is highly affected by peer pressure. If the people in 

your friend circle is motivating and they keep pushing you to move forward in 

the correct direction, then no one can stop you in touching the great heights on 

the horizon of success. But it is extremely hard to actually find those great 

people who will be actually happy in helping you while fighting with you in 

your tough time, giving you their utmost support.  
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This is a competitive world wherein love to do the cutthroat competition with 

each other even in the minutes of the things. They find everything as a race. 

Although a healthy competition is a root cause of betterment and improvement 

in each and everything is it something natural or be it technological. When 

people will learn to look beyond this negative competition and will fix their 

vision in the light of the betterment, the world will automatically move towards 

a newly improved future, giving a burst of new sunshine and enlightening the 

each and every person of all the age groups. This will help people of today to 

see a golden tomorrow so that people will then be giving examples of a good 

future and a not a bad tomorrow. There would something new in every next day. 

Thus, never be scared to commit mistakes. Even if nobody is teaching you the 

correct way, mistakes are your real teacher. They will stand by you firmly; in 

fact, they will push you in doing things in the wrong way. And, trust me they 

will teach you in such a way which no one else can ever do for you. You will be 

surprised when you will see the post effects of your work after committing those 

mistakes. This is the only reason why one should never be afraid of going wrong 

because only this wrong is capable enough to rectify all your future wrongs in 

the perfect rights. 

Fairy Kumar 

Secretary, Commerce Society 
 

 
 

IF YOU DON’T LEAVE YOUR PAST IN THE PAST, IT WILL DESTROY YOUR 

FUTURE. LIVE FOR WHAT TODAY HAS TO OFFER, NOT FOR WHAT 

YESTERDAY HAS TAKEN AWAY. 

 
3 
CHERISH YESTERDAY, DREAM TOMORROW, LIVE TODAY. 

RICHARD BACH 
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‘KNOW YOUR WORTH’ 

I saw her…. 

She was pretty, tall and beautiful 

But was quite...her eyes said it all, 

She seemed quite upset and was about to fall. 

I wanted to talk to her and know 

What just happened… 

But she was reserved,  

She was in her own world of thoughts, 

Didn’t even bother about the plots. 

Her face was as innocent as a child, 

But the voices inside her were wild. 

After some time she spoke, 

She told me how someone just poked. 

I listened to her as attentive as I could,  

She made me realized that there was no one who stood. 

Her story was on today’s humanity, 

About how a girl is suppose to feel dirty. 

 

It all made her cry and cry, 

She didn’t want to give a last try. 

Tears fell from her shiny eye, 

Hoping, that now her life can never be fine. 

I consoled her in the best possible way, 

But she had put all those thoughts away. 

She was insulted, she was depressed, 

Has not taken even a week's rest. 

It was pity, it was shameful, 

It was pathetic, it was wrongful. 

She was forced to live alone in the dark, 

Where the world could grab her like a fatal shark. 

Then, I stood up… 

Held and told her not to worry, 

‘You have to refresh so the thoughts could burry 

Cheer up, and make yourself strong 

So that no one could do you wrong... 

At last I said… 

You are love and kind by birth, 

Girl let me tell you that you should KNOW YOUR WORTH!!’ 

 

TANYA 

BCOM (H) 3RD YEAR 

PROGRESS IS ALWAYS OUTSIDE THE COMFORT ZONE 
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CASE STUDY: CHANDA KOCHHAR 
                Rise and Fall of a Padma Bhushan awardee 

 
 Mrs Chanda Kochhar is the ex CEO and MD of ICICI Bank.She has been a 

significant figure in shaping India's retail sector.Under her leadership ICICI Bank not 

only flourished but also bagged the 'Best Retail Bank Award' for four consecutive 

years from 2001-2004.She was conferred the ‘Padma Bhusan' Award in 2011.She has 

appeared consistently in Fortune’s list of most powerful women since 2005. 

Mrs. Kochhar has been accused in a case wherein a fraud than 1600 crores of rupees 

was done by Videocon and it’s representative Venugopal Dhoot.  

 

It all started when Videocon asked a consortium of banks to lend it loans of around 

40000 crores of rupees. There were a total of 28 banks and ICICI Bank was one of 

them . ICICI Bank had vouched to lend around 3600 crores but could not do so and 

could only lend around 1730 crores of rupees which later turned into NPA.There were 

a series of transactions which had taken place betweenVideocon and ICICI Bank 

during the time when Mrs Kochhar was the CEO. 

Incidentally during this time, Deepak Kochhar ; husband of Chanda Kochhar and 

Venugopal Dhoot formed a company named 'NUPOWER' and Mr. Dhoot provided 

this company a loan of 64 crores. Things took an interesting turn when Mr Dhoot 

transferred almost all the shares of ‘Nupower' to Mr Deepak Kochhar and his father’s 

company and his family members. This had a reek of conspiracy and CBI sprang into 

action and accused Mrs Kochhar of nepotism, abuse of power and other charges 

against corruption. 

 

An independent panel was set up under the Chairmanship of a Retd .Chief Justice of 

Supreme court, Sri B N Srikrishan and this committee held her guilty as she was not 

able to prove no conflict of interest on her part .She has been accused of corruption, 

nepotism and violation of code of conduct . She was removed from her post and all her 

bonuses for the last ten 10 years have been scraped. The case is still on and only time 

will tell whether Mrs Kochhar was actually guilty of misconduct or not.But this case 

has certainly maligned the image of Mrs Kochhar who had worked earnestly for the 

progress of ICICI Bank and all her contributions to the banking sector have gone in 

vain. She has appealed again in the Supreme court and only after the case is settled, 

things will become more clear. People both in favour and against Mrs.Chanda 

Kockkar have come up. Till the decision of the final court of appeal ,the debate is still 

on. 

Sharvaani Singh  

Bcom H (1st year)  

YOU CAN’T SEARCH SUCCESS, YOU MUST FEEL IT 
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CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT 
 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is a strategy for managing all your 

company’s relationships and interactions with your customers and potential customers. 

It helps you improve your profitability.  

 

It is being considered as an effective tool for informing the satisfaction level of 

customer. This information technology is used as to create sustainable relationships 

with the customers, which ultimately helps in earning the loyalty of the customer. 

 

DEFINITION – Customer relationship management  

Customer relationship management (CRM) refers to the principles, practices and 

guidelines that an organization follows when interacting with its customers. From the 

organization's point of view, this entire relationship encompasses direct interactions 

with customers, such as sales and service-related processes, and forecasting and 

analysis of customer trends and behaviours. Ultimately, CRM serves to enhance the 

customer's overall experience. 

CRM is a cross functional strategic approach concerned with creating improved 

shareholder value through the development of appropriate relationships with key 

customers and customer segments. It typically involves identifying business and 

customer strategies, the acquisition and distribution of customer knowledge, deciding 

appropriate segment granularity, managing the co-operation of customer value, 

developing integrated channel strategies and the intelligent use of data and technology 

solutions to create superior customer experiences. CRM technology and systems are 

created to support CRM process, which are directed towards enhancing the value of 

customer relationships. 

Types of CRM 

1. Operational CRM: 

Operational CRM streamlines the business process that includes Sales automation, 

Marketing automation and Service automation. Main purpose of this type of CRM is 

to generate leads, convert them into contacts, capture all required details and provide 

service throughout customer lifecycle. 

 

REMAIN EXCITED TO WIN AND DON’T FEAR TO LOOSE 
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2. Analytical CRM: 

Analytical CRM helps top management, marketing, sales and support personnel to 

determine the better way to serve customers. Data analysis is the main function of this 

type of CRM application. It analyzes customer data, coming from various touch 

points, to get better insights about current status of an organization. It helps top 

management to take better decision, marketing executives to understand the campaign 

effectiveness, sales executives to increase sales and support personnel to improve 

quality of support and build strong customer relationship. 

 

3. Collaborative CRM: 

Collaborative CRM, sometimes called as Strategic CRM, enables an organization to 

share customers’ information among various business units like sales team, marketing  

team, technical and support team. Collaborative CRM helps to unite all groups to aim 

only one goal – use all information to improve the quality of customer service to gain 

loyalty and acquire new customers to increase sales. 

 

Benefits of CRM 

Introducing a CRM platform has many benefits which have been shown to produce 

real results – including direct improvements to the bottom line. CRM applications 

have a proven track record of increasing: 

Sales by up to 37% 

Sales Productivity by up to 44% 

Forecast accuracy by 48% 

 

1. Identify and categorise leads 

One of the main benefits of a CRM system is that it can help you to identify and add 

new leads easily and quickly and categorise them accurately. You can create 

customised pitch documents in less time, cutting down on response time and enabling 

sales teams to move on to the next opportunity. 

 

2. Increase referrals from existing customers 

By understanding your customers better, cross-selling and up-selling opportunities 

become clear – giving you the chance to win new business from existing customers. 

 

 

ACCEPT ALL CHALLENGES AND NOT THE ONE YOU LIKE 
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3. Improve products and services 

An often overlooked benefit of CRM software is that it will gather information from a 

huge variety of sources across your business. This gives you unprecedented insights 

into how your customers feel and what they are saying about your organisation – so 

you can improve what you offer, spot problems early and identify gaps. 

 

And though it’s traditionally been used as a sales and marketing tool, customer service 

teams are seeing great benefits from CRM systems. Today’s customer might raise an 

issue in one channel – say, Twitter – and then switch to email or telephone to resolve 

it in private. A CRM platform enables you to manage the enquiry across channels 

without losing track. 

 

NIKITA SINHA  

BCOM (p) 3RD YEAR 

 

 

DIGITAL MARKETING 

So what is Digital marketing?? Is it selling up of good and rendering services only?? 

Or is it marketing up of only digital items?? Is it safe for the customers?? Yes, here is 

an answer to all of your questions!! 

Digital Marketing has a very wide scope starting with promotion of different brands 

products through advertisements, pamphlets, short clips and many more. Today’s 

Youngsters are too lazy to go out and have shopping of products and asking to render 

services, digital marketing have provided a scope to all those problems. All you have 

to know is to work online, choose among varieties of brands the thing which is best 

suited to you.  Digital Marketing is a combo of two skills Digital Platforms + 

Marketing Science. One has to be excelling in both to be expertise in it. 

From competitive advantages point of view, by using Internet platforms, businesses 

can create competitive advantage through various means. Through this a business can 

create a system in which they are able to pinpoint behavioural patterns of clients and 

feedback on their needs 

TEACH YOURSELF BEFORE TEACHING OTHERS 
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If we talk about today’s time then, there are number of Institutes over World and India 

which provide knowledge about digital marketing. Digital marketing have not only 

made work easy of customers but it have provided employment to various people, it is 

exploring day by day and plans to lead all over the globe. The first objective is 

*Customer Satisfaction* and then earning of profit. 

If we talk about safe zone of customers then we have cash on delivery option, use or 

debit or credit card as per there convenience and we have a separate department to 

look after the grievances and complains of Customers, to look after it. 

DIGITAL MARKETING IS NOT FREE NOT COST EFFECTIVE EITHER, IT IS 

MORE PRODUCTIVE, IT’S A TWO WAY COMMUNICATION.  

FIZA SIDDIQUI 

BCOM( prog) 

1st YEAR 

 

 

THE SUN AND RAIN 

It was raining that day, Roads were as usual flooded with water. The Sun was not 

supposed to rise because it was surrounded by clouds. 

I was sitting outside the room enjoying the rain with a cup of coffee in one hand, 

mobile in another, and Thousands of thoughts disturbing my peace. I was going 

through many things. I was broken, I was tensed. I actually never thought of doing 

things like this, not even in my nightmares. I never dreamt of keeping myself busy like 

this (can’t clearly disclose at this step). I wanted to cry, I wanted to shout loud at 

someone, my tears were dying to come out but somehow I managed not to cry. I then 

gathered my broken pieces to write something after so long, just because I realized 

something. 

Give me a minute and I will show you what exactly I am talking about. 

Just as the sun has 2 aspects, Shine and Heat, Our lives revolve around the same. Let 

me make it more Clear. 

SUCCESS IS LIKE KEY HOLE SHRINKS YOU TO GET FIT. 
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The shine has to do something with our Success part or you can better say, the rising 

phase of our career. We love shining at times as we are recognized for our deeds, for 

what we are and what we have done! 

Make sense right? 

What not makes sense is we always want to shine, we want to give our best, we want 

to rise high, but a rain cools down our inner heat and a massive destruction is caused 

afterward. Here, I am referring rain with the hurdles we face while preparing ourselves 

to shine. What we usually forget is, we or the sun can never rise without the 

vigorously ignited heat within us. 

You must be thinking it’s natural for the sun to rise irrespective of everything. Yes, 

it’s absolutely correct, no one can deny this. But a similar kind of observation can 

actually lead us in making ourselves better and doing things even better than before. 

Let the rain (problems, failures, hurdles) comes, they will come and go because time 

and rain can never last longer. What should last longer is the heat to move ahead of 

everything, to forget everything and rise, to not get trapped in the prison of 

disappointments. 

Rain is today, Sun is every day! 

Be like the Sun! 

 

PAYAL SARDANA 

Bcom (Hons) 3rd year 

 

 

FACTS 

Customer Comes First: - Amazon employees spend two days every two years 

working at the customer service desk. Even the CEO does that! This is to help all 

workers understand the customer service process. 

Yahoo's more than 'Yahoo: - ''Yahoo' is actually an acronym for “Yet Another 

Hierarchical Officious Oracle.” 

 

 

TIME FLIES LIKE PAPERS YOU CAN’T EVEN CATCH THE BITS. 
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CROSSWORDS: ACCOUNTING BASICS

 

DOWN 

1 Down, 7 letters. 

The financial statement that reports the 

financial position of a company as of an 

instant or point in time is the __

3 Down, 6 letters. 

Because the accounting system used in 

the U.S. requires at least one debit and 

one credit, we refer to the ac

system as __-entry. 

4 Down, 6 letters. 

Resources owned by a company.

5 Down, 11 letters. 

The balance sheet classification that 

reports the obligations of the company.

7 Down, 8 letters. 

The book value of an asset or liability is 

CROSSWORDS: ACCOUNTING BASICS

The financial statement that reports the 

financial position of a company as of an 

in time is the __ sheet. 

Because the accounting system used in 

the U.S. requires at least one debit and 

one credit, we refer to the accounting 

Resources owned by a company. 

balance sheet classification that 

reports the obligations of the company. 

The book value of an asset or liability is 

 

ACROSS

2 Across, 4 letters. 

The basis or method of accounting that is 

less effective than the accrual basis in 

measuring profitability. 

3 Across, 12 letters. 

The systematic allocation of the cost of 

equipment and buildings used in a 

business from the balance sheet to the 

income statement over the useful life of 

the asset. 

6 Across, 7 letters. 

The basis or method of accounting where 

expenses are reported as they are incurred 

rather than when they are paid.

8 Across, 10 letters. 

When a company provides a service and 
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also known as the __amount. 

9 Down, 8 letters. 

The basic accounting __ is Assets = 

Liabilities + Owner's Equity. 

11 Down, 5 letters. 

An entry to the left-side of an account. 

12 Down, 6 letters. 

The financial statement that reports the 

revenues and expenses of a company for a  

 

 

period of time is the ___ statement. 

13 Down, 3 letters. 

Every transaction that gets recorded in the 

general ledger involves ___or more 

accounts. 

14 Down, 4 letters. 

Some people refer to the income 

statement as the profit and ___ statement. 

17 Down, 8 letters. 

One part of stockholders' equity is __ 

earnings. 

19 Down, 12 letters. 

In the case of two acceptable alternatives, 

this guideline directs the accountant to 

select the alternative that results in less 

profit and less assets (or more liability). 

20 Down, 6 letters. 

An entry to the right-side of an account. 

22 Down, 5 letters. 

The required financial statements include 

the balance sheet, the income statement, 

and the statement of cash ___. 

23 Down, 12 letters. 

The owner's equity section of a 

corporation's balance sheet is known as 

shareholders equity or ___equity. 

25 Down, 7 letters. 

Most liability accounts have this word as 

part of their title. 

allows the customer to pay in 30 days, the 

account to be debited is Accounts __. 

10 Across, 12 letters. 

Accounting software facilitates recording 

business ___. 

15 Across, 4 letters. 

This component of Property, Plant & 

Equipment is not depreciated. 

16 Across, 7 letters. 

The title of the asset account that reports 

the  

 

 

unexpired cost of insurance premiums 

that have already been paid is 

___Insurance. 

18 Across, 5 letters. 

The balance sheet reports amounts that 

apply at a particular ___in time. 

21 Across, 7 letters. 

Known as the book of original entry, it 

lists transactions in order by date. 

24 Across, 6 letters. 

The net income of a company is 

sometimes referred to as the __line (of the 

income statement). 

26 Across, 8 letters. 

A major element of the income statement 

that reports the costs that have been used 

in order to obtain revenues during the 

accounting period. 

28 Across, 9 letters. 

Depreciation is an allocation technique; it 

is not a ___technique. 

32 Across, 6 letters. 

The 'books' of the company that contains 

all of the accounts is the general __. 

33 Across, 4 letters. 

The accounting guideline that prevents 

assets from being reported at amounts 
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27 Down, 5 letters. 

Sometimes inventory is reported at an 

amount that is ___ than cost. 

29 Down, 8 letters. 

The title of the liability account that 

reports amounts that were received by the 

company before they were earned is 

Deferred Revenues or ____ Revenues. 

30 Down, 6 letters. 

The income statement and the statement 

of cash flows report amounts covering a 

___of time. 

31 Down, 5 letters. 

A listing of all of the accounts available in 

the general ledger is a ___ of accounts. 

 

greater than their cost is the ___ principle. 

34 Across, 8 letters. 

A major element of the income statement 

that reports fees earned and sales of 

products. 

35 Across, 13 letters. 

The accrual basis of accounting is more 

effective than the cash basis in reporting 

the ___of a business. 

36 Across, 10 letters. 

Generally accepted accounting guidelines 

are referred to as __. 

 

 

NIKITA SINHA 

BCOM (P)  3RD YEAR 

 

(Answers to the crosswords are on page no. 48)  

  

FOCUS ON THE HEIGHT. DON’T COUNTTHE STEPS. 
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10 REASONS WHY STARTUPS SHOULD JOIN 

THE ACCELERATOR 

Our life is greatly influenced with the changes happening around us. There has been a 

transition from the times of agricultural revolution followed by industrial revolution 

and now it can be rightly said the time of start-ups has come. 

Start ups greatly changed the whole idea of doing business. From fifteen years old 

students, college goers or be it employees, saw the problems around them and took 

actions to solve them accordingly.  

This innovativeness and the will to challenge the conventional ideas is taking in bigger 

companies and to boost the spirit of invention it’s time that start ups become a part of 

the main stream. 

 

1. BEST ALTERNATIVE 

In this world of ever changing needs and wants one umbrella solution can’t fit all. 

Start-ups offer quick, cheap and easy solutions to cater to the large consumer base that 

a country like India offers. They have been able to 

 It offers high-tech door to door delivery and services at one third the price than Star 

bucks and Costa Coffee. 

 

2. TAP INTO THE DEMOGRAPHIC DIVIDEND 

In a country of more than one billion people with half of its population within 25 years 

of age India has a demographic dividend which if utilised properly would yield 

enormous benefits. India has a large number of people who have the potential to create 

new things and provide a huge market for the sale of their products and services. 

Unfortunately most of it remains unutilized because the MNCs aren’t able to connect 

with the masses whereas Start ups which form out of needs and aspirations of the 

common people can easily tap this source of energy. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

Start ups follow innovative methodology discarding conventional methods so as to get 

the best , quickest and easiest answers to the challenges faced by the 

For them the only way to win is to learn faster than anyone else. 

 

 

WALK PARELLEL WITH TIME. EVERYONE WILL FOLLOW YOU. 
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4. MISSION 

Start ups are small organizations with small no of employees that share a mission-why 

they come to work, what they need to do while they are at work and how they will 

know that they have succeeded. 

Larger organizations tend to forget their mission and their intent gets buried under HR 

processes and key performance indicators. 

 

5. FLEXIBILITY 

Larger organizations confine their titles to be their jobs and continue to do so till years 

and year’s onion the other hand people at start ups have flexibility in their jobs roles 

and are open to new ideas and methods. 

6. TITLE  

Title in start ups is not the same as what your job is .This is a big idea! Being slave to 

process made the trees lose the sight of the forest for the trees. Conventional theories 

of definite job roles are discarded and new ideas are put into use. 

7. FOCUSED APPROACH 

Start ups work with a mission in place which helps them to focus on what really 

matters is not what is written on their business card but how much closer their work 

moved their department in completing the mission. 

8. INTENT 

In bigger corporations, the employees don’t know what the intentions of their 

company are all about. It is impossible for them to synchronize their thoughts towards 

the fulfilment of these intentions whereas departmental flexibility in start ups 

encourages them to work collaboratively to achieve it. 

 

9. FREEDOM 

Start-ups are an alternative way to establish business as compared to the traditional 

business models. They have an increased degree of freedom and agility in the initial 

stages and give a free rein to the founder’s credibility. 

 

SHARVAANI 

CLASS (H) 1st YEAR 

 

REMAIN UPDATED TO STAY MOTIVATED. 
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CRYPTO CURRENCY: THE WAY FORWARD? 
 

 “The best way to destroy the capitalist system is to debauch the currency” –Vladimir 

Lenin 

Few things have revolutionised the field of trade, commerce and economics as 

currency has done. The very existence of a reliable and standardised means of 

exchange has pushed the envelope for better trades and in turn, better lives. With the 

increasing permeation of technology in our lives, it’s hardly a surprise that technology 

has changed the way we transact and trade. The latest in the run is the Crypto 

currency, known popularly by its eponym, Bit coin. But what exactly is it and more 

importantly, how does it work?  

Before we answer these questions, we need to understand what the essential features 

of a currency are. A currency is durable, divisible, transferrable and non-counterfeit 

able. The Dollars and Rupees we use typically fulfil all of these characteristics and in 

addition, are controlled by a Central Bank. Similarly, crypto currency (hereafter 

referred to as coins) is a digital form of currency. It is termed ‘crypto currency' as it  

uses cryptographic techniques (like hashing, game theory etc.) for security. But unlike 

traditional currency, it is not controlled by a Central Bank or a government. That is, it 

is open-source in nature. It’s not controlled ort governed by one particular institution 

or group of individuals, but rather it works on a principle of a distributed public 

ledger. This distributed public ledger is known as Block chain. A Block chain essential 

ensures there’s no duplicity of coins and that every transaction that happens between 

any two users is recorded and maintained. The Block chain makes sure that no one 

makes a duplicate of his or her own coin and uses that to transact.  

To understand how the whole system of crypto currency works, we can imagine a 

simple filing cabinet, that has multiple drawers that can be added over time and this 

cabinet can have infinite such drawers. Suppose there’re two people A and B, who 

wish to transact and C who is a random person who wishes to facilitate the transaction 

for them. A wishes to give a coin to B, so he writes “A paid a coin to B” on a piece of 

paper and creates multiple copies of it and folds each one up exactly same, using a 

certain technique. Now A has two options- he can either open the cabinet (which 

requires a constantly changing key pattern to open) and put the paper inside a drawer 

BE THE MOTIVATION NOT THE DISTRACTION 
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himself, or he can spare himself the trouble and give each copy of his folded paper to 

people like C, who’re known as miners, to unfold and place inside the cabinet (for a 

small fee, of course). The second option is more interesting to study. Now each miner 

will attempt to open the paper up, read it and then file it in the cabinet. In the process, 

they have mined a block (here, the ledger for a transaction) and they get rewarded in 

coins. The first miner to unfold gets the transaction fees and a reward for working on 

the Block chain. This ledger is saved on the network for everyone to see, so that if A 

tries to give a copy of his coin to someone else, say D, everyone can see the note in the 

cabinet that says “A paid a coin to B” and thus has no original coins (because it was 

already given to B) and thus the system balances and validates itself.  

The Block chain uses cryptography to keep its ledgers secure from any tampering. 

Any person can also mine coins by simply solving an auto-generated algorithm but 

this too happens in a controlled way to prevent over-mining. Every coin requires a 

marginally harder algorithm to be solved, than its preceding one, to be mined. This 

ensures that only people who really want it actually have the incentive to mine. The 

system is thus also Pareto efficient. There are various crypto currencies on the internet 

at this point. Some of them are Bit coin, Litecoin, Ethereum, Dogecoin, Ripple XRP 

etc. 

But with all this permeability, there comes concerns. We need to understand what 

benefits the crypto currency provides us and what its drawbacks are. The benefits 

include the ease of use (you don’t need to provide documents to use it, all you need is 

an internet enabled device), decentralization( no central control & the system works 

just fine even if a part of it goes down), anonymity, highly secured and transparent. 

The primary drawback being that crypto currencies are highly volatile: that is, their  

values vary quite frequently. Other drawbacks include the lack of wide acceptance, 

inability to reverse wrong payments and lastly the very risks associated with an 

anonymous currency. Crypto currency is often used in terrorist and illegal activities, 

and there are no legal remedies for any grievances related to crypto currencies. Thus, 

despite being the latest in the series of technological marvels, crypto currencies are 

still untested waters and only time will tell if they strike gold. 

 

ALVIN VARGHESE 

BCOM 

 

DESIRE IS THE STARTING POINT OF ALL ACHIEVEMENT 
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THINK AND BELIEVE 

 
If you think, you are live 

If you think you, are a human 

If you think, you can believe 

You can believe having with them something common. 

 

If you think, you are happy 

If you think, you are on success 

If you think, you can believe 

You can believe you are equal to them not less 

 

If you think, you have fall 

If you think, you have been cheated 

If you think, you can believe 

You can believe they have also been hated. 

 

 If you think, you can get up 

If you think, you can forgive 

If you think, you can believe 

You can believe in getting support and trust from them to again live. 

  

They are the idols of us 

And so much powerful, thus 

Their powers are beyond all the dimensions 

But do they exist? Where they exist? 

Why about them the science has hardly any mention? 

  

If you take them as Almighty name, 

Trust them of having nothing with fame. 

But for the answers to questions, 

It is simple to feel their existence, 

No Almighty, no GOD, yes they exit with a relation. 

  

Yes they exists, I say 

They are in relation with us 

It is, it is in our heart or somewhere 

The common name- ‘the soul’ is given 

Your soul is them you are forever 

NEW INNOVATION ENSURES SUCCESS. 
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Forever you live, you human 

You happy, successes, falling, hurt, getting up 

Anything, you are thinking, you believing 

It is what done by the soul to make you up. 

  

Cause once you have started, thinking 

Believing your work, ‘the soul’ is there 

Each and every second, minute developing 

That humans are for evolution and to live like last. 

 

NIKITA SINHA 

BCOM(P) 3RD YEAR 

 

 

Emerging Trends in Ecommerce 

2018 was a great year for the ecommerce industry. It is estimated that the ecommerce 

industry can grow up to an annual rate of almost 19.11 percent worldwide. Acting and 

adapting to current trends is the simple reason behind such growth. Businesses should 

analyse all fads and trends carefully to remain and grow in market. What are the trends 

that are going to change the ecommerce in 2019 is what we all need to know. 

Context and Programmatic ads are a trend which sees a rise this year. Social media 

sites are already revamping the design to cater these trends. This advertising uses 

datasets to decide the target audience. These ads are shown to the audience chosen on 

the basis of their consumption. In simple terms; it is about attracting the right audience 

to the right ad at the right moment.  

Enhanced Shipping Options is another trend that is emerging these days and 

Amazon has already started testing drone deliveries in USA. With the help of Google 

Maps integration, these drones are able to discover the shortest route to the 

destination. This trend will grow as the technology improves. But due to various rules 

and regulations regarding usage of drones its future in India remains in doubt. 

Snap and Shop is new feature and a trend under which users can point their camera 

towards a product they see to order it from an online store. There are many photo apps 

available like Google Lens, Cam Finder, and many more will popup this year.  

IF YOU ARE ODD IT MEANS YOU ARE NUMBER ONE 
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We can also expect a great deal of ROPO in 2019 in the ecommerce industry. ROPO 

means Research Online Purchase Offline. It has been a noticeable customer 

shopping habit especially in India. Customers prefer researching products online 

before they make any offline purchases as it helps them to get the product they want at 

the best price possible. 

Micro-payments – Among the most revolutionary changes in the coming months—

not years—is the use of micro-payment systems from a variety of financial firms, e.g., 

Paypal, Visa, Western Union, among others, including banks.  This trend is facilitated 

by the W3C working group that approved these protocols and technical standards for 

the interworking. 

Our world is changing. Ecommerce will only get bigger and better in 2019. Adopting 

new technologies and trends will help it to achieve that. The best thing you can do for 

your business is provide the right experience at the right time, which ultimately is 

what all these trends are about. 

ALAN K JOSE 

B. Com (H) Sec. B 1st YEAR 

 

 

EFFECT OF GST ON MIDDLEMEN 

GST is an indirect tax which has replaced many other indirect taxes in India which 

used to exist before. The Goods & Services tax act was passed in the parliament on 

29th march, 2017. This act came into effect on 1st July, 2017. Goods and Services tax 

law in India is a comprehensive, multi-stage, destination-based tax that is levied on 

every value addition. 

GST affected middlemen directly, as with the GSTs implementation, the middlemen 

will come into the organised bracket & will have to pay taxes for the very first time. 

Being the middlemen they make gains from unbilled goods that do not attract VAT. 

For instance, if a product which should have cost the wholesaler Rs.112.5 (assuming 

12.5% VAT & Rs.100 product cost) it will cost him only Rs.100, so it was a profit for 

the wholesaler. With introduction of GST they have to pay tax at every level. This lead 

to an increase in compliance costs and taxation for them. 

The result of GST at every level of distribution chain made the companies to think 

over their direct network to reach retailers. 

NEW INNOVATION ENSURES SUCCESS. 
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FMCG (Fast Moving Consumer Goods) companies such as Emami, Dabur and 

Bajaj corporations that totally relied upon layers up middlemen are now setting up 

their direct network to reach the retailers. 

Companies say that decision to reduce dependence on the wholesale network while 

increasing focus on direct distribution will help to mitigate challenge of GST. From  

Emami Ltd. to Dabur India, is trying to reduce their dependence on wholesale 

market. Before GST implementation wholesale contributed 50-52% on Emami’s 

overall sales, but after GST implementation it reduced to 40-42%. 

Dabur India is also planning to significantly increase its direct reach to its retailers 

because of implementation of GST. Sunil Duggal, the CEO said “we plan to increase 

it (direct reach) by at least 20%. 

After the implementation of GST the profit margin of the wholesalers remains as low 

as 1 percent. Since under the GST regime every invoice pertaining to taxable supply 

has to be uploaded on GSTN’s common portal and has to be accepted by the buyer, 

the wholesalers are unable to escape their tax liability. The only possibility for tax 

invasion for wholesalers would rise if the entire supply chain is outside the tax 

network and did not file a return under GST, which is very unlikely. 

Nowadays, the wholesale sector is undergoing a major change in the way they do 

business. The implementation of GST has reduced the cost advantage of wholesalers 

drastically. They are in very big loss. 

AKIB KHAN                                       SOHAIB ELIAS HUSSAIN 

B.COM (H), 1ST YEAR                        B.COM (H), 1ST YEAR. 

 

STARTUP INDIA 

Start-up India is a flagship initiative of the Government of India, intended to build a 

strong ecosystem that is Conductive for the growth of start-up business; to generate 

large scale employment opportunities and to enhance the economic growth of India. 

The government through this scheme aims at building a robust system of start-ups and 

enhance innovation in the country. 

The vision of making India a place of job creators instead of Job seekers can be 

achieved through this scheme. This initiative has created an atmosphere of innovative 

ideas and many entrepreneurs an availing the benefits of standing their own business 

in India. The Government has launched in 19- point Start-up India Action Plan which 

REMAIN MOTIVATED TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS ONE DAY 
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envisages several incubation centres, easier patent filling, tax consumption, ease of 

setting business, an INR 10000 Crores Corpus fund and a faster exit mechanism. 

This scheme at providing “ease of business” by removing License Raj, permission 

from various authorities, cleanness from different departments; it is run under the 

department of Industry and Internal Trade. The schemes provide youth a platform for 

showing their skills and fulfilling their ambitions through this. They also avail cheaper 

loans through MUDRA Scheme- an initiative which aims to provide micro- finance 

low interest rates to entrepreneurs. 

This scheme has provide a mile- stone and Government has left no stone unturned to 

make this scheme a successful one. This has provided a freedom from tax for first 3 

years of operations. It aims at creating own innovation hub, under have collaborated 

with IITs NITs IISERs and NIPERs to setup over 75 innovation hubs across the 

country. The state has actively participated in this scheme and Gujarat has topped the 

2018 Start-up state Rankings declared by DIPP (Dept. of Industrial Policy and 

promotion). 

The vision of Indian Government to increase employment and make India an easier 

place to invest in, have been fairly achieved through this. 

RAJAN VIPUL DEV  

BCOM (HONS) 1ST YEAR 

 

 

BUSINESS QUIZ 
 

Ques 1:- 

� X founded an American Co., publicly traded holding company headquartered in 

New York City in 1967. 

� X gained recognition for his design after he was contracted to provide clothing 

styles for the movie “The Great  Gatsby” 

� Many of you may know this brand from a different source too. 

� ID X and his brand  

 

Ques 2:- 

� Shantilal Parmar spotted Nitin Shah, who worked for a petrol station, and made 

him a commissioned agent selling jeans. Parmar taught Nitin about the 

Jeanswear business. After this, Nitin envisioned a denim empire and 

commissioned the help of his brothers Arun and Milan Shah. Identify the denim 

brand from the above story. 

ENJOY YOUR LIFE COMPLETELY. YOU HAVE LIMITED TIME. 
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Ques 3:- 

� A girl was born in one of the metro trains in July 2012. 

� The entity X announced that she is going to be its mascot as a result, the girl is 

the mascot for  entity X with the name Y, Y being the name given to the 

mascot. 

� Give me both X and Y.  

 

Ques 4:- 

� Only two executives of a company know where this secret is stored. Another 

two have access to it. Only a handful of people know who the earlier mentioned 

people are .They are never allowed to travel together. Which secret is so well 

kept for more than 68 years?   

 

Ques 5:- 

           Guess the symbol 

 
Ques 6:- 

� Originally called BRS (Blue Ribbon Sports), the company was renamed after 

X, the winged Greek goddess of victory. The famous “swoosh” symbol that’s 

been its logo ever since represents her wings and speed. 

� Id X also the name of the brand. 

 

 Ques 7:- 

� This company was founded in 1979 by a Delhi based entrepreneur who named 

his company after his neighbor’s dog. He started out by selling books, posters 

and leather patches, before hitting big with another product. Which company? 

 

Ques 8:- 

� Name the managing director of a large business group who studied to be a film 

maker before he graduated from Harvard Business School. He had produced a 

short film on the Kumbh Mela and his business group is currently planning a 

foray into the media and entertainment sector.   

 

Ques 9:- 

� X’s logo is a mermaid holding two of her tail fins. This emblem was inspired 

by the myth of the fairy Melusine, a woman fish with 2 tails who married a 

PROBLEMS ARE COUNTLESS BUT PATIENCE IS THE ONLY SOLUTION 
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mortal man. In 1971, the whole picture of the mermaid could be seen on coffee 

cups but later it was ‘censored’. 

� Id X. 

 

Ques 10:- 

� This Australian company shares its name with a bird. It was founded in 1890 as 

A.G.Thompson Pty Ltd. By Alfred Grace Thompson, a migrant harness and 

saddle maker who turned to manufacturing the current product line when his 

livelihood was threatened by the advent of the motor car. Which company?  

  

(Answers to the Quiz are on page no. 48) 

SHIKHAR 

BCOM (H) 1ST YEAR                                       

 

CAREERS RELATED TO COMMERCE 
 

With the positive changing scenario around the world in the realm of economic 

activity, Commerce as a career option is one of the best to grab. Commerce students 

are familiar with concepts of business, trade, market fluctuations, basics of economics, 

fiscal policies, industrial policies, stock markets, etc. It is way more than just a subject. 

It’s so dynamic that it encompasses a whole field of knowledge in itself. 

 

A person who is in this field for a number of years  knows how to predict an event, 

decide upon its outcome how it may affect the decisions made by him in present and 

in future. Here are some of the best career options that one may pursue after 

graduating from high school. 

• The first and the most popular course that attracts maximum number of 

students is Bachelor of Commerce (B.Com). It is a degree course that 

continues for a period of 3 years. It covers subjects like Marketing, Law, 

Corporate Accounting, Business Environment, etc. 

• The other important course is Bachelor of Economics that has subjects like 

Micro and Macro Economics, Indian Economy, International Trade, etc. 

• Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) is another course where students 

gain expertise of how to manage business and its administration. It is best 

recommended for people for have a knack for managing business and the 

subject matters relate to doing managerial tasks. 

• Chartered Accountancy (CA) is a professional course which is administered 

by The Institute of Chartered Accountants (ICAI). The level of difficulty is 

DON’T RAISE YOUR VOICE, IMPROVE YOUR ARGUMENTS. 
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higher in this as compared to bachelor courses. It involves subjects like 

Taxation, Law, Auditing, Costing, etc 

• Company Secretary (CS) is apt for students who have interest in Law and 

theoretical subjects. It is also a professional course and involves different levels 

like that of CA. By undergoing this course, students understand the functioning 

and legal compliance related to companies. It is administered by The Institute 

of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI). 

• Cost and Management Accountant (CMA) is another professional course 

that includes knowledge relating to Costing, Planning, Controlling and different 

aspects of Management Accounting. It is governed by The Institute of Cost 

Accountants of India. 

• Certified Financial Planner (CFP) is meant for students who have interest in  

areas like personal finance, wealth management, insurance planning and mutual 

fund investing. It is governed by Financial Planning Standards Board India 

(FPSB). 

• Last but not the least Diploma in Digital Marketing is one of the best career 

options available today. Digital marketing is different from traditional 

marketing where one can promote brand, services or products sitting on a chair 

through digital mediums. Statistics shows that digital marketing managers are 

getting 16% higher incentives in comparison to others and many of market 

researchers have claimed that by the end of 2020, it will generate more than 2 

million job opportunities.  

 

At last what I can say is that commerce as a career is still a developing and in the near 

future it will provide the maximum number of employment to the people all around 

the globe and with time, it will only expand. And that gives the conclusion that 

FUTURE IS COMMERCE. 

 

SHIVAM SHARMA  

B.COM (HONS) 1ST YEAR SECTION B 

 

FACTS 

$1 Million too costly for Google? : - In 1999, Google’s founders were willing to sell 

the company to a web portal called Excite for under $1 million. 

However, Excite passed on the offer. The rest is history. 

 

GOOGLE: - Google was originally named BackRub. Larry Page and Sergey 

Brin renamed their company ‘Google’ in 1997. 

SUCCESS IS THE COMBO PACK OF WORK AND KNOWLEDGE 
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ANALYSIS OF ILFS CRISIS. 

 
The Infrastructure Leasing and Financial Services (ILFS), is a core investment 
company, formed in 1987 and registered with RBI. It is majorly supported by 
Government controlled financial institutions, like:  
a) Central Bank of India 
b) HDFC  
c) Unit Trust of India  
 
The main Shareholders of ILFS include LIC with 25.3%, SBI with 6.42%, Japan Orix 
Corp with 23% and Abu Dhabi investing authority with 12% stake holding 
respectively. 
 
ILFS is an institution which provides finance and loans for the construction of major 
infrastructure projects. It grew from a small road building company to an 
infrastructure giant within 3 decades. 
 
Few main constructions of ILFS are: a) Delhi-Noida Toll Bridge  
         b) Tamil Nadu Power                    Company 
 
ILFS crashed because it lent to a lot of projects that went sour, one way or the other. It 
was unable to re-finance after it started defaulting and its credit ratings fell. Its debts 
are the result of mismanaged borrowings in the past. The credit crunch faced by ILFS 
has roiled the nation's financial markets triggering concerns about risk in the rest of 
the country's shadow banking sector. 
 
The main reasons of ILFS facing such Crisis are:  
 
1) It piled up too much debt to be paid back in a short term while revenue from its 
assets is skewed towards the longer term. It's net debt to earnings before interest, tax, 
depreciation and amortization, a measure of company's ability to pay debt through its 
operating income, was hovering around a ratio of 11 at the end of March 2018. 
Whereas, anything above 5 is considered as the 'Red Flag'. 
 
2) It has revealed a series of delays and defaults on its debt obligations and inter-
corporate deposits .The Company and its Subsidiaries have a total debt pile of nearly 
$12billion /INR 91000 core. 
It also faced a string of rating downgrades. 
 
The ILFS Crisis is a classic case of over leveraging and an asset-liability mismatch 
caused by funding projects of 20-25 years payback period with relatively short term 
funds of 8-10 years. The problem appears to be of liquidity rather than solvency.  
This asset-liability mismatch was created by the shift in business model of the 
company which added to the complexity of the structure. It shifted the focus from 
project sponsorship to that of project advisory and project facilitator for development 

IF YOU LIKE TO GROW, THEN KEEP LEARNING. 
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and implementation of projects. There was no independent check on costs which 
should have been a standard clause in any project. 
ILFS has become a poster child of reckless infrastructure investment. It has become a 
symbol of everything that is wrong in infrastructure in country. In greed for profits, 
very few players pay attention to the soundness of their business model. 
All the Financial Market Institutions must learn the lesson from the ILFS episode. 
 
SEPHALI SVATI  
BCOM (PROG) 2ND YEAR 

 
ARE E-BOOKS THE NEXT GENERATION BOOKS 

 

The continuous growth in technology and so in standards of living are not only the 

results but also the reasons for the man to be in continues search of new and further 

new ways and methods for easing the life of the mankind. But ease requires sacrifices, 

the sacrifices for resources which are although scarce, so what are we going to do….or 

say what are we planning to do….or what have we done? 

The words above involves the basic economic problem i.e. resources as well as the 

modern mankind’s preferences i.e. ease which is actually against the human tendency 

to put some efforts in order to fulfil the needs. And so these preferences have led us 

towards the new innovations day by day like telephones led to the Smartphones, fans 

led to A.C, stage skits/radio/open air cinema led to 3d LED T.V.s, and the one the 

article is about is from scrolls/bamboo leaves i.e. books to e-books.  

So what does the E–Book stands for? As per Gardiner, Eileen and Ronald G. Musto, 

"The Electronic Book." In Suarez, Michael Felix, and H. R. Woudhuysen, “The 

Oxford Companion to the Book”. An E-BOOK has been defined as 

An electronic book (or e-book) is a book publication made available in digital form, 

consisting of text, images, or both, readable on the flat-panel display of computers 

or other electronic devices. 

Or simply define as an Electronic version of printed books. 

But why there is a need of conversion of a printed book into a well designed and 

organised Electronic Book?  

For this we have to look into the history of the books: 

When writing systems were created in ancient civilizations, a variety of objects, such 

as stone, clay, tree bark, metal sheets, and bones, were used for writing; these are 

studied in epigraphy. And these acted as a medium that contains information regarding 

the environment, events, people, their thoughts, etc in form of a story or pictures, 

somehow communicating. These were in the form of Tablet then scroll then to codex, 

YOUR POWER OF THINKING DECIDES YOUR FUTURE. 
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and so on and also involved in the Middle East around 15th centaury the printing on 

cloth pages, printing of pictures, and many more and now millions and billions of 

books are printing of different types either fictional, non fictional, etc.  

But as we know these are made up of tree’s woods, so in a way the natural resources 

like tree is definitely being cut on a regular basis and so to avoid this, innovations like 

E-Books are made that not only saves the excess cutting of such valuable resources 

but also reduces the space required to put such no. of books in just one place.  

And now think from the point of view of a reader, or a book lover, what do you think 

what is going to be their preferences, because as a matter of fact, yes there is a lot of 

difference between reading through a book and reading through an E-Book. We agree 

that if we will focus on the content and the content is also good, then the medium does 

not matter, but as Jeff Staiger, UO Librarian had said-“Reading an eBook is similar 

to running on a treadmill rather than running outside.”  

And so similarly reading a book actually involves the use of our sense of organs; it 

also distracts us from using such a radioactive products and importantly if you want to 

really focus on your reading you have stay away for at least that particular decided 

time from such distractions like most specifically the notifications that regularly 

irritates us, and many more, then only the main motive of reading a book will be 

worked. 

But, then what the word Introspection stands for, it involves controlling of your own 

mind thoughts and activities. And here we are just ignoring the fact of lacking trees 

because of access use of papers and focusing on that if we will use such electronic 

gadgets, it will make us unproductive and lazy. So in a way that means we have let us 

depended on these gadgets, for what it was not made. We do have to consider that, in 

order to make a gadget so that man’s work can be easily done someone there did the 

hard work.  

There motive was and is the TIME, they utilised there time in innovations in such a 

way so that the next generation won’t have to spent there much time on easy products 

and instead use it for the innovations for further possibilities. 

And so in that way we can conclude that the modern innovation’s (like E-Books) 

utilisation depends upon the now generation and the next generation as yes these are 

their gadgets now, but how they represent it in the real world will determine the future 

applicability of such innovations and thoughts. 

 

NIKITA SINHA 

BCOM (P) 3RD YEAR 
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IMPORTANCE OF AWARDS 

Awards –the much awaited priced possessions for the pace makers worldwide! The 

importance of awards can be perceived as the beginning of any success story. Success 

demands constant efforts in the right direction. 

What is an AWARD? 

Award can be defined as a form of praise, given officially as a prize or reward, to 

either an individual or a group. Awards are in the form of medals, trophies, mementos, 

and cups. They enhance the overall beauty of the room in which they are put up. They 

are put up in the drawing rooms, principal’s desk, corridors, receptions, houses, 

corporate houses, embassies, museums, government buildings, and where not.  

 

These are given away by the eminent personalities. Many hands join and light the 

lamp who themselves are an epitome of continued hard work and excellence.  

 

More so, having a close look the importance of awards can be manifested in terms of  

• They are a memory to be cherished throughout life. 

• They develop in the spirit to achieve  

• Boost the morale and have their own charm  

• They help set up a higher benchmark too! 

Not just this, they even add on to the portfolio of that individual.  

 

FELICITATION CEREMONIES! 

Remember you must have attended or even been a part of the various award winning 

ceremonies that are especially held and dedicated to the distribution of awards. These 

ceremonies begin with a speech by the chief guest. This marks the importance of 

awards in the lives of each one of us. This is an auspicious occasion, a way to give 

due recognition and shower blessings. It portrays the decision making power of the 

jury members so that there is justice and deserving participants are not left out. 

 

Have you ever given it a thought, importance of awards can be felt from early 

childhood? It is a common notion that these should begin at a tender age laying down 

the foundation stone for creativity, enthusiasm, strong determination, and an urge to 

outperform others. 

At this age it is given as a reward to encourage young minds. Over the years one can 

see a gradual change where the child learns that he/she has to earn these by competing 

with others. Now what he/she receives is a prize.  

 

 

 

YOUR FUTURE IS CREATED BY WHAT YOU DO TODAY. 
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OMNIPRESENCE OF AWARDS 

Indeed importance of awards can in no way be neglected as these are awarded in all 

fields. Very well known awards –IIFA Awards, Film fare ,Culinary, Oscar, Corporate, 

Grammy , Army and Defence, educational institutions and universities like 

playschools , schools and colleges , government jobs , and of course many more.  

 

MASLOWS NEED HIERARCHY THEORY which states that an individual has 

five needs in a hierarchy namely- 

 Basic 

 Security 

 Self esteem  

 Affiliation and the last but not the least  

 Self actualization  

 

Awards address the self-esteem needs which altogether contribute to the satisfaction 

level of an individual.  

Going back to some history, not to forget that this tradition of awards has been 

followed since late back in 1780’s, when these took form of magnificent statues, 

columns. And arches .The importance of awards in those times was observed as they 

were often dedicated to gods and served as symbols of victory. In a sharp contrast to 

the present, these modern day awards and trophies are designed and customized as per 

the demand of the event. Today designers can translate even the most abstract vision 

into a physical representation of success. 

As we must have noticed and felt that these are eye catching, dazzling, sparkling, that 

leave the recipient almost spellbound. 

 

A fact that one can surely not deny, an award in itself is so expressive that it speaks 

loads about the achiever. With crossed fingers, hopes, prayers, immense toil one raise 

to such a level that ‘I am the BEST’. 

Pretty sure that this would have taken you back through the memory lane and must 

have brought a BIG SMILE on your face! 

 

KAAVYA  

BCOM (H) 3RD YEAR 
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COLORS OF LIFE 

When the blues have faded, 

And the greys destroyed 

Will the bright yellows 

Fill my life with immense joy? 

When the jet black nights 

Lead the way, 

For the orange sunny morns 

Will a pinkish peace arise  

and lead to sorrow’s death? 

These purple scars must perish 

And a white truce may come to life 

When the beautiful hazel eyes 

Look fulfilling into the violets of 

destination that has come into sight. 

 
AKRITI 

BCOM (H) 1st  

 

 

"OBSCURANTISM OF KASHMIR" 
 

Condolence is useless with no effect at all. It's just a "Bandar-Baat" on social media 

by innocent and illiterate people (who are actually constituting the majority chunk) 

regarding this issue with an idiotic advise of retaliation which is completely a 

baloney, but unfortunately our leaders do also thinks so. 

 

We have to understand the situations in which these all ruckuses are happening we 

have to think why a boy of only 20 years old dropped out of school after his 11th 

standards and joined militancy and later became a terrorist. 

 

There is not only a religious factor. There is not only a regional factor, there is 

something more than that. We have to understand the whole Kashmir issue from every 

point of view to justifiably measure the problems and to reach the point of its solution 

to limit further killings on either side.  

 

What are the reasons that small school boys are becoming rebel, why school girls are 

pelting stones instead of going to schools, why old men are coming to streets and 
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protesting and trying to say something to which we Indian have staunchly denied to 

listen, why women have started marching on streets with active participation in protest 

(Sometimes violent protests)? We have to realise that they are not only men or women 

but they are Mothers who are marching in pursuit of something, they are fathers and 

grandfathers who are marching because they are fading with something. 

Just think when and in which situation your mother will come on street to be a part of 

such violent protests. When your father will start supporting you to be the part of such 

bloody war game and celebrate your death by calling you a martyr with tears in his 

eyes. When you will be ready to leave your well lucrative job, as many are doing to 

join such Bloody 'freedom struggle' as called by them. 

 

 

We have to stop and think, why and for what the people like Shah Faisal (The first 

Kashmiri to top the Indian Civil Services through open Merit) has resigned from his 

position just to raise the issue and to stand with these people to support their demands. 

Obviously he is not a fool. Why the journalists who goes to the ground, start thinking 

something which they never used to think or never used to say anything about. Why 

veteran journalists like Ravish Kumar, Barkha Dutt, Karan Thapar, Rajdeep Sardeshai 

and many more used to say that the reality in Kashmir is totally different from what 

has been crammed into the mind of ours (The Common people of India) to just discern 

unrealistic things while sitting in Delhi and in other faraway places of India (Probably 

because of Military affairs). 

 

 Why we are thinking that stone palters are throwing stones for the money, the very 

simple reason could be that, we will also start pelting for the money on our army 

personals who are well furnished with Modern weapons, 

highly protective armours and with such draconian & devastating pellet guns. 

 

We have to be inquisitive in this matter. We have to Wait, See, Think and accept their 

anger, anguish and frustration due to some know and clear but hidden reasons which is 

turning masses into a rebellion army, constantly exaggerating the militancy and 

escalating the number of attacks on our innocent army personals. 

We have to listen, both sides to solve such harsh situation in which bloody and 

merciless attacks & counter-attacks are continued since our independence.  

 

The very reason to write this is not to show any sympathy for these militants and stone 

Palters, but to draw attention of whole of the Indian masses (Except Kashmir 

Obviously) to a point where all of us has denied to listen anything about and media 

has denied to speak about, without which killings could not be stop at all and innocent 

people will keep on becoming victims of our obstinacy. Once again families from 

ALWAYS KEEP YOUR EYES ON GOAL. 
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Punjab, Bihar, Bengal, Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, Assam, Tripura, Jharkhand, infact from 

all over India will lose their innocent son who are deployed in these regions just 

only because we are not ready to listen whatever be the grievances of these 

Kashmiries to settle down the two sided conflict.  

 

Solving the issue will not only be beneficial for the Kashmiries who are indeed the 

integrated part of our India, but Remember, it will also be the life-Saver for our 

Jawans guarding the nation on such controversial border (Which is the main reason 

behind my all these sayings). 

 

And, it should be strictly noted that, the only solution for these conflict to avoid the 

killings lies in the heart of above recommendations. No retaliation can solve further 

killings and horrendous loss of life, property and future of their families. They are not 

more than any fool who are advising and advocating the war against Pakistan and 

suppression of Kashmiries. These idiots only wants hollow satisfaction to enjoy the 

bloody war by ideally sitting in a safe-heaven, just having zero aware of any extent of 

their own losses. No one is talking about permanent solutions; they are actually 

forgetting the chances of same attacks and same killings with somewhat same or even 

with more intensity in coming future.  

 

As much you support oppressions and wars against them, the more they will get 

agitated and the more instigation will take place among them, which will end up in 

boosting the militancy and terrorism in the region. 

 

The habitual blindness and ignorance that we Indians have in our obstinate heart since 

the millenniums should be eradicated as soon as possible backed by introspections and 

scrutinise with the acceptance of rationality along with logical mindset which is 

clearly deficient in us. The ignorance that we are paying towards these Kashmiri 

people will lead us and our India to nowhere. We have to find a way of collective 

betterment not only for these people, but also for us to make a peaceful environment 

which surely is not possible without their engagement and without their inclusion (In 

Kashmir, Militancy and Terrorism is the reason of Exclusion and Subjugation). 

 

SAKSHAM SINGH  

BCOM (H) 

1ST YEAR 
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Business Quiz  
 

QUES 1:- Ralph Lauren 

QUES 2:- Pepe Jeans  

 

QUES 3:- X- DMRC   Y- 

 

 

QUES 4:- Formula for Coca 

 

QUES 5:-  

 

 

QUES 6:- Nike  

QUES 7:- Archies 

QUES 8:- Anand Mahindra of Mahindra and Mahindra Group

QUES 9:- Starbucks Coffee

QUES 10:- Kookaburra  

 Maitree  

Formula for Coca Cola 

Anand Mahindra of Mahindra and Mahindra Group 

Starbucks Coffee 
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